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Theme: Usage of Video Technology in Everyday Teaching

The poster presentation introduces a new pilot project INVITE (supported by the programme Leonardo CZ/B/F/PP/168005) officially called Communication technologies and acquiring academic and professional communication skills – an interactive learning infrastructure and new methodology. Its aim is to develop transferable communication skills in English through an interactive learning infrastructure. It links academic and non-academic worlds, provides opportunities for training and retraining and reflects the needs of practice. Partners from Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Italy, Spain and Great Britain joined the project.

The programme objectives will be achieved by setting up and running virtual transnational and transversal study circles:
1. By developing training and learning materials for academic and professional purposes
2. By making effective use of advanced technological resources for authentic communication tasks
3. By creating an internationally accessible virtual learning environment (through development and use of an open subject village web site and by matching the academic outcomes with the needs of prospective employees).

It will also create opportunities for further training and retraining in transnational communication for professionals, in practicing essential and desirable skills in interviews, providing space for the development of equal opportunities communication.
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